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Exchange Rate Determination and Forecasting  

1. Functions for foreign exchange forecasting 
 Quantifying FX risk and hedging 
 International investment/project valuation 
 Pricing decisions in foreign markets 
 International financing and portfolio investment 
 Strategic planning  

 

2. International parity conditions 
 PPP 

Links exchange rates and prices of goods in market 
Link inflation rates and rates of changes in exchange rates 
Links expected inflation rates and expected rates of changes in exchange rate 

 CIP 
Links forward rates, spot rates, and interest rate differentials 
Should not be possible to arbitrage in international money market, with a 
covered hedge.  

 UIP 
Link expected exchange rate changes and interest differentials 
Links forward exchange rate to expected future spot exchange rate.  

 
3. Exchange rate forecasts 

3.1. When exchange rate forecasts are of little value 
If international parity conditions hold simultaneously, real interest rates are equal 
across countries. 
 

3.2. Actual condition 
Beyond CIP, none hold in either long- or short-run. 
Empirical evidence rejects RIP, Difference is due to  
- Significant deviation in PPP values. 
- Returns in different currencies can have differential risk premiums 
- Political risk and threat of capital control  
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3.3. Main currency forecasting techniques 
 Market based forecasts 
 Fundamental exchange rate forecasting 
 Technical analysis  

 
 

4. Market-based forecasts 
4.1. Short-term forecast 

Current spot rate is a forecast of future spot rate 
𝑠 , 𝑠  

4.2. Reason 
The current spot rate encapsulates the market’s expectations on future trends, 
information, etc. any movement form t to t+1 must be due to the random arrival of 
new information in the future. (Consistent to random walk model) 

𝑆 𝑆 𝑒  
𝑒  ~ 0,1  

4.3. Long-term forecast 
Current forward exchange rate is a market consensus forecast of the future spot 
exchange rate. (i.e. unbiased forward rate hypothesis, UH).  

𝐹 , 𝑆 ,  
 

5. Fundamental analysis  
5.1. Key idea 

Links exchange rates to fundamental macroeconomic variables such as, money 
supplies, inflation rates, GDP growth rates, productivity growth rates, current 
account balance etc. These economic fundamentals used in formal econometric 
models and or through judgmental analysis  

𝑆 𝑓 𝐹𝑢𝑛𝑑𝑎𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑙𝑠  
𝑆 𝛼 𝛽 𝑥 𝛽 𝑥 ⋯ 𝛽 𝑥 𝜖 

 
5.2. Problems with structural model forecasts  

 It’s necessary to generate forecasts of independent variables before using the 
model for out-of-sample forecasts 

 Not suitable for shorter-term forecasts 
 Possible unstable relationships between variables.  
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5.3. Asset market approach 
The exchange rate as an asset price  
Weighted average of current fundamentals and expectations of future exchange 
rates 
Even a small change in current fundamentals can cause a large change in the forex 
rate if it also changes expectations cations  

ln S t 1 a Fund t aE ln S t 1  
 

5.4. The monetary approach – One type of asset approach  
Exchange rate depends  

 Positively on income 
 Negatively on interest rates  
 Reasonable in the long-term, questionable in short-term  

Relationship between exchange rate and money supply 
 If the domestic money supply increases, domestic currency weakens.  
 If the foreign  

 
5.5. Random walk theory approach (a=1) 

5.5.1. Rationale 
Current exchange rate adequately reflects the expected value of future 
fundamental values.  

5.5.2. News and exchange rates 
The performance of the monetary exchange rate model is the exchange rate 
changes are unpredictable but they still reflect news about fundamentals. 
News is incorporated into exchange rates very quickly.  
 

5.6. Real exchange rate differential approach (mean reversion) 
When real exchange rate is above its LR equilibrium value (domestic currency is 
weak), the real interest rate in domestic currency is smaller than real interest rate in 
foreign country. 
When r 𝑟 , domestic currency is expected to appreciate in real term 
 

5.7. PPP-based forecast approach 
Popular in industry.  
Some predictive power in medium-to-long horizon  
 

6. Technical analysis  
6.1. Rationale  

Using historical data on past exchange rates to find/identity patterns and predict 
future exchange rates. 
 

6.2. Irrational but rational as well  
But if a large segment of the trading world uses technical analysis, even if they are 
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irrational, it’s rational for you to know and follow technical analysis in order to 
understand & predict future trade pressure. 
 

6.3. Pure - technical analysis (Chartism) 
6.3.1. Terminology 

Support level: level price has trouble falling below 
Resistance level: level price has trouble rising above 
Breakout: a sudden break of a trading range 

6.3.2. Filter rules 
 x% rules 

Buy the currency if it appreciate by x% above its most recent trough (or 
support level) and sell the currency when it falls x% below its most recent 
peak (or resistance level) 

 Moving-average crossover rules 
Go long(short) in the foreign currency when the short-term moving 
average crosses the long-term moving average from below (above) 
1 and 5 days, 1and 20 days, 5 and 20 days 

6.3.3. Regression analysis 
This framework is used each trading period to find a value for the expected 
forward market return – if the expected return is positive (negative), the strategy 
goes long(short) the foreign currency.  
 

6.3.4. Non-linear models 
More sophisticated models which take non-linearity into consideration.  
 

7. Evaluation of forecast 
7.1. Measurement 

Forecast error:  

e / 𝑆 𝑆 /  
Mean absolute error (MAE) 

MAE
1
𝑁

∑|𝑒 / | 

Root mean squared error (RMSE) 

RMSE
1
N

∑𝑒 /  

Penalise large errors more 

7.2. The right thing to do 
Rather than accuracy it may be important to be on the right side of the forward 
rate, it may be more important to get the direction of future movements right.  
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PI
𝑁𝑜. 𝑜𝑓 𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡 𝑑𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑠𝑡𝑠

𝑁𝑜. 𝑜𝑓 𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑠𝑡𝑠
 

 Percentage correct: beta probability and statistics (i.e.>50%) 
 


